Abstract-In this paper, we address the problem of modeling the thermal behavior of photovoltaic (PV) cells undergoing a hotspot condition. In case of shading, PV cells may experience a dramatic temperature increase, with consequent reduction of the provided power. Our model has been validated against experimental data, and has highlighted a counterintuitive PV cell behavior, that should be considered to improve the energy efficiency of PV arrays. Then, we propose a hotspot detection scheme, enabling to identify the PV module that is under hotspot condition. Such a scheme can be used to avoid the permanent damage of the cells under hotspot, thus their drawback on the power efficiency of the entire PV system.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N RECENT years, photovoltaic (PV) arrays have been increasingly adopted in the urban environment, as a promising source of green energy. In such an environment, (partial) shading of the PV array from nearby obstructions, such as trees, telephone poles, antennas, neighboring buildings, or from bird droppings, tree leaves, and so on, is very frequent. The shading of a PV cell or of a group of cells can lead to a phenomenon denoted as hotspot. This can produce a permanent damage of the shaded cell, with a consequent reduction of the provided power [1] , [2] .
Hotspot takes place when one or more PV cells within a PV module are shaded, with a consequent mismatch in the irradiation of the cells in the module. Under this condition, the nonshaded part of the module operates at current levels higher than those of the shaded PV cells. As a consequence, the affected cells are forced into reverse bias and starts to dissipate power, with a consequent temperature increase. This causes the overheating (hotspot) of the PV cells. If the shading condition is not removed before that the cell temperature reaches a critical value, the shaded PV cells can be permanently damaged [3] . In some cases, the reverse bias voltage can reach the breakdown voltage of the cell, thus leading to its destruction in a few tens of seconds [3] . As a result, an open circuit appears at the serial branch to which the cell is connected [4] . If the PV module containing the damaged Manuscript received March 21, 2014 ; accepted June 9, 2014. Date of publication July 18, 2014; date of current version May 20, 2015 .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TVLSI.2014.2333064 cell(s) is connected in series to other PV modules, the open circuit due to the hotspot will eventually disconnect the whole branch containing the affected PV module from the PV system [4] . This will cause a considerable decrease in the energy provided by the whole PV system. To counteract the detrimental effect of shading, bypass diodes are usually connected in antiparallel with the PV cells [2] , [5] in an array. These bypass diodes limit the reverse voltage that can be applied to a PV cell, thus preventing it from reaching the breakdown voltage when shaded. However, it has been proven that hotspot conditions may still occur, even if bypass diodes are adopted [3] . Due to defects and impurities within the silicon, some PV cells may exhibit a large reverse current, even before reaching the breakdown voltage. This phenomenon is usually modeled by inserting a parallel shunt resistance, whose value depends on the concentration and distribution of defects/impurities within the PV cell. If the shunt resistance is low enough, a hotspot condition can occur even before that the PV cell enters the breakdown region [2] , [3] , [6] . In this case, due to the hotspot heating, the PV cell can reach a temperature high enough to cause its permanent damage [2] , [3] , [6] , although this takes longer to occur than when the PV cell operates in breakdown.
The time required by the heating to generate a permanent damage in a PV cell under hotspot depends strongly on environmental parameters and impurities in the materials [7] . Such a time should be known to activate possible countermeasures to avoid the PV cell permanent damage, thus the consequent loss of efficiency of the whole PV array.
So far, a few approaches have been proposed to detect the hotspot condition [8] , [9] . In [8] and [9] , a novel PV module structure and a hotspot detection scheme are proposed. Detection is based on current monitoring, followed by a comparison with a computed theoretical value, enabling to identify the cells under hotspot. The correct computation of the current theoretical value is, however, a critical issue, given its strong dependence on environmental parameters.
Based on these considerations, in this paper we propose a new approach to detect the occurrence of hotspot to allow the application of possible countermeasures to avoid the permanent damage of the cells under hotspot. To achieve this goal, first we describe a model that we have preliminary introduced in [10] , to estimate the temperature of a PV cell, as a function of the time interval in which it is under hotspot. Our model has been validated against experimental results. It shows that the time required to reach a critical temperature in the cell area under hotspot is strongly influenced by shadowing grade, irradiation intensity, ambient temperature, and concentration of impurities in the materials.
Then, we propose a novel scheme to detect the hotspot condition affecting a cell (or multiple cells). The proposed scheme is conceived as connected to the maximum power point tracker (MPPT) of each PV module, for PV systems adopting distributed MPPT to allow the maximization of the PV system efficiency [11] . Our detection scheme enables also the quick and unambiguous identification of the PV module containing the cell(s) undergoing a hotspot condition. The output signals generated by our detection scheme can be used to activate proper countermeasures. As an example, the affected module could be properly bypassed, thus avoiding the permanent damage of the cells under hotspot and its consequent impact on the efficiency of the whole PV array. The development of such countermeasures is, however, out of the target of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce some basics on PV cells and hotspot heating. In Section III, we present our model to estimate the temperature of a PV cell as a function of the time interval during which it is under a hotspot condition and we validate it against experimental data. In Section IV, by applying our model, we show the thermal behavior of shaded PV cells undergoing hotspot conditions and we compare partial shading to full shading effects. In Section V, we describe our proposed hotspot detection scheme and report show some results of the simulations that we have performed to verify its behavior. Finally, in Section VI, we give some conclusive remarks.
II. PV CELL HOT-SPOT HEATING

A. PV Cell Electrical Model
We consider the PV cell standard double diode electrical model in [2] and [12] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . When the PV cell is exposed to sunlight, it generates a photocurrent given by [13] - [15] [8] . In particular, I D1 is the saturation current due to the diffusion mechanism, while I D2 is the saturation current generated by the recombination in the space charge layer. The current I RSH represents the leakage current of the PV cell, which is accounted for by the shunt resistance R SH [2] , [13] . The resistance R S models the voltage drop across the PV cell produced by the current I PV [8] . Therefore, the current I PV provided by the PV cell to its load is given by
When a PV cell is biased in the reverse breakdown region, its behavior is modeled by the current generator I BD , whose produced current is controlled by the output voltage V PV . In detail, I BD is approximately equal to 0 A for values of V PV higher than the cell breakdown voltage (V BD ). Instead, for values of V PV lower than V BD [2] , it is
Parameters α and m are fitting parameters having the following values: α = 1.93 and m = 1.10 [2] . Fig. 1(b) shows the current I PV as a function of V PV , for a PV cell modeled by the circuit in Fig. 1(a) . The curves have been derived considering a solar irradiation G irr = 500 W/m 2 , generating a photocurrent I ph = 4 A, and three different values of the shunt resistance R SH . When V PV = 0 V, it is I PV = I ph = 4 A. In this case, no current flows through R SH (I RSH = 0) and D1 and D2 are OFF (I D1 = I D2 = 0). In addition, also when 0 < V PV < 0.6 V, it is I PV ≈ I ph , since D1 and D2 are still OFF and I RSH is very small. Instead, for V PV > 0.6 V, the current I PV start to decrease quickly as V PV increases, since D1 and D2 become conductive, and I D1 and I D2 increase quickly as V PV increases. From Fig. 1(b) , we can also observe that, when the PV cell is reverse biased (V PV < 0), the current I PV increases with the decrease of V PV . In addition, it can be noticed that the value of I PV strongly depends on the value of the shunt resistance R SH . In particular, I PV increases faster, when the value of R SH diminishes.
It is worth noticing that, when the PV cell is reverse biased, the absolute value of V PV can be as high as 10 V, so that the power dissipated by the PV cell can be very high [2] and the temperature of the PV cell can considerably increase.
When the PV cell is reverse biased, I PV is nonhomogeneously distributed throughout the cell area and concentrates in small regions (with an area approximately equal to 100 μm 2 ) of slightly higher conductivity, where the silicon presents a higher concentration of defects/impurities [3] , [7] , [16] .
This physical phenomenon is considered in the value of the shunt resistance R SH . A low value of R SH will originate a large value of I PV when the cell is reverse biased, which will produce a high-power dissipation on R SH . Such a power dissipation can produce a considerable increase in the temperature of the regions of the PV cell that are close to the impurity centers, thus giving rise to hotspot heating [6], [12] . Under hotspot, the temperature of the heated regions can exceed the maximum value tolerated by the PV cell and can be permanently damaged [2] , [3] , [6] .
To enter a hotspot condition, a PV cell must be reverse biased. This is likely to occur in typical PV arrays, where many PV cells are connected in series to obtain an adequate level of dc voltage [9] , [17] .
B. PV Module Architecture and MPPT Scheme
Several PV module and array architectures have been proposed in [11] , [18] , and [19] . We here consider the approach based on distributed MPPT since, as highlighted in [11] , it allows to maximize the PV system efficiency.
1) PV Module Architecture With Distributed MPPT:
We consider the PV array scheme as shown in Fig. 2 [11] . It is composed by a series of 36 identical PV cells (PV i , i = 1, . . ., 36), with two bypass diodes (DBYP i , i = 1, 2), each connected in parallel to 18 PV cells [2] . The bypass diodes avoid that a shaded PV cell, which is reverse biased, can enter its breakdown region. The reverse voltage of a shaded PV cell within the array in Fig. 2 , which is equal to the sum of the forward voltages of the other 17 nonshaded PV cells sharing the same bypass diode, is always lower than its breakdown voltage V BR (typically equal to −10 V).
2) Maximum Power Point Tracker: The MPPT absorbs the dc power from the PV array and transfers it to the battery. The main function of the MPPT is to adjust the current and voltage of the PV module, denoted by I mod and V mod , respectively ( Fig. 2) , to maximize the power produced by the PV array for any given solar irradiation G irr .
The MPPT is usually implemented by means of a dc-dc converter [5] , [13] , [14] , such as the step down dc-dc buck converter shown in Fig. 3 , which allows to convey the power produced by the PV module to the battery. It is composed by a transistor M1 acting as a switch and a freewheeling diode D.
As for the components L and C in , they filter out spikes on the current provided to the battery and oscillations on the voltage V mod produced by the PV module, respectively, both induced by the switching of M1 and D.
The controller generates a periodic control signal (V C ) with variable duty-cycle allowing to modulate the time during which M1 is ON, during each period of V C . This enables to control the average current absorbed from the PV module, as well as the voltage V mod , thus making the PV module work at its maximum power point (MPP). In our example, the controller implements the open-voltage tracking method [15] , [17] that, for its simple implementation and low cost, is often employed in PV systems [15] . This method exploits the linear relationship existing between the voltage at which a cell maximizes the generated power (V MPP ) and its open circuit voltage (V OC ). In particular, it is always V MPP = 0.76 V OC , for any solar irradiation G irr . Therefore, to make the cells of the PV module work at their MPP, the controller compares the voltage of the cells of the array (V cell ) with the V OC of a reference cell operating under the same G irr as the PV module. Based on the comparison result, the controller adjusts the dutycycle of V C so that V cell = 0.76 and V OC = V MPP [16] . Finally, to obtain V cell , the controller simply divides the voltage V mod by the number of cells connected in series in the module.
III. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND VALIDATION
As described in Section II, when one PV cell within a series of PV cells is shaded, the power generated by the reverse current of the cell is therefore dissipated in a small area close to impurity centers [7] . Fig. 4(a) shows a representation of the shaded PV cell. The area of the whole PV cell is denoted by A cell , while the area of the regions involved by hotspot heating is denoted by A HS . In particular, A HS represents the area of the region of the PV cell around the impurity centers experiencing a considerable temperature increase when the PV cell is partially/fully shaded. The value of A HS depends on the PV cell fabrication process and has been experimentally proven to be usually in the range of 5%-10% of A cell [20] .
Our model, as preliminarily described in [10] , consists of two series thermal RC circuits. The lower RC circuit (composed by C THcell and R THcell ) accounts for the temporal behavior of the PV cell temperature as a function of solar irradiation [T cell in Fig. 4(b) ] only. Instead, the upper thermal RC circuit (composed by C TH−HS and R TH−HS ) models the temporal behavior of the area A HS of the PV cell under hotspot condition, as a function of the power dissipated (P diss ) on the shunt resistor R SH . In particular, P diss is estimated by SPICE simulations as the power dissipated on the shunt resistance, that is,
, where I SH is the reverse bias current of the shaded PV cell.
As for the other parameters in Fig. 4(b The values of parameters R TH−HS , R THcell , C TH−HS , and C THcell depend on the materials composing the upper layers of the PV cell (i.e., mainly EVA, glass, etc.). Since most of the heat produced by the PV cell is dissipated on the glass layer [21] , we can reasonably assume that the values of these parameters depend only on the properties of the glass layer covering the cell. Therefore, they can be calculated as follows [21] :
where l [m] is the thickness of the glass covering the PV cell, k is the glass thermal conductivity, ρ [Kg/m 3 ] is the glass density, and ς [J/Kg ·°C] is the glass specific heat capacity. From the thermal circuit in Fig. 4(b) , we can derive the behavior over time of the temperature T HS in the area of the PV cell that is shaded, thus undergoing a hot-sport condition, at a generic time instant denoted by t HS , as follows:
where γ = G irr−shaded /G irr denotes the relative mismatch in the irradiation between the shaded (G irr−shaded ) and nonshaded (G irr ) cells of the PV array. Thus, a fully shaded PV cell will present γ = 0, while for nonshaded PV cells it is γ = 1.
It is worth noting that the time t HS represents the (arbitrary) generic instant when a hotspot condition occurs. For t < t HS (that is before the PV cell is shaded and enters a hotspot condition), the cell works with the same solar irradiation G irr as the other PV cells in the panel, with γ = 1, so that it is forward biased. In this case, it is P diss = 0, and A HS = 0, and the equivalent circuit coincides with the lower RC circuit in Fig. 4(b) . Therefore, the cell temperature turns out to depend only on the solar irradiation. It is
On the other hand, we can observe that after the PV cell is shaded and enters a hotspot condition (for t ≥ t HS ), there are two different phenomena determining the temperature of the PV cell: 1) the contribution of the reduced solar irradiation [i.e., the second term in (4) for t ≥ t HS ], which tends to reduce the PV cell temperature with a time constant
; and 2) the contribution of the power dissipated by R SH (P diss ) [i.e., the third term in (4) for t ≥ t HS ], which tends to increase the PV cell temperature with a time constant
As shown in [10] , the contribution of 2) to the temperature T HS is considerably higher than the contribution of 1). As a result, when a PV cell is shaded, its temperature T HS tends to increase very quickly.
Our thermal model [ Fig. 4(b) ] can be simulated by means of electrical simulation tools, such as SPICE. To this aim, the units of the obtained voltages (currents) must be converted to temperature (power) units, so that 1 V (1 A) in the simulated electrical circuit corresponds to 1°C (1 W) in the thermal circuit. To summarize, our model allows to evaluate simply and quickly the maximum time interval in which a PV cell can remain under a hotspot condition, without suffering from permanent damages due to excessive temperature.
We have compared the results obtained using our model to the experimental data reported in [22] and [23] , considering the same operating conditions and the cell parameters in [22] . Fig. 5 shows the temperature behavior of a shaded cell obtained by our model. We can observe that, before the cell is shaded at time t 1 , it presents a constant operating temperature of 60°C, with an ambient temperature of 25°C. This is in very good agreement with the operating temperature of a nonshaded PV cell reported in [22] , which reaches T = 57.2°C with an ambient temperature of 20°C. After the cell is shaded (at time t 1 ), our model estimates a time interval t = t 1 − t 2 = 21.1 s for the operating temperature of the area of the cell under hotspot to rise by 90°C, thus reaching a temperature of 150°C. This result is also in accordance with the experimental data in [23] , which reports a thermal behavior of e cell under hotspot exhibiting a temperature increase of 90°C in approximately 18 s. The small difference is due to the different PV cell parameters. Therefore, the proposed model allows to predict the time required by a PV cell to enter a hotspot condition rather accurately.
We further validated the proposed model with the results reported in [24] . We considered the same power dissipation of 15.1 W in the hotspot area of the shaded PV cell. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, after 1000 s, a temperature variation equal to T = (237−60)°C = 177°C is achieved, while in [24] a T = 183°C is reported. Therefore, the proposed model enables an accurate evaluation of the thermal transient of a PV cell undergoing a hotspot condition.
IV. THERMAL BEHAVIOR DERIVED FROM OUR MODEL
In this section, we have considered the same PV module shown in Fig. 2 . As an example, for our analysis we have assumed that the cell PV36 is either almost fully shaded (γ = 0.01) or partially shaded (γ = 0.3). Of course similar results would have been obtained considering another PV cell in the module.
We have modeled the PV cells of the module with the electrical circuit shown in Fig. 1(a) , considering the following values for its parameters [5] : V BD = −10 V, α = 1.93, m = 1.10, R SH = 139.6 , and R S = 10 m . In addition, for each one of the 18 PV cells, we have considered a typical area of A cell = 243 cm 2 , from which we can derive a typical A HS = 14 cm 2 , equal to the 6% of A cell [20] .
Then, in (3), the following parameter values are obtained: R THcell = 1.4°C/W, R TH−HS = 14°C/W, C THcell = 65.5 Ws/°C, and C TH−HS = 6.5 Ws/°C. At first step, by means of electrical level simulations performed by SPICE, we have estimated the power dissipation on the shunt resistance R SH of the shaded PV cell (i.e., PV36) for the two considered cases: 1) when PV36 is almost fully shaded (γ = 0.01); and 2) when PV36 is partially shaded (γ = 0.3). The obtained values of dissipated power have then been employed in our thermal model [ Fig. 4(b) and (6)] to evaluate the temperature T HS of the shaded cell PV36, as a function of time. In particular, we have used our model to evaluate the time required by the temperature T HS of PV36 to reach 150°C (hereafter denoted by T 150 ) from the beginning of its partial/full shading, where T 150 is the minimal value of temperature that can cause permanent damage to the PV cell, in case of hotspot heating [6] . Fig. 7(a) shows the results obtained in case of full shading (γ = 0.01) of PV36 and for different values of its shunt resistance R SH . In particular, we considered five possible values of R SH , with a ±20% variation with respect to its nominal value. As stated in Section II, the shunt resistance may considerably vary for different impurity concentrations and distributions within a PV cell [7] , [16] . The initial irradiation is uniform for the whole module at the maximum value G irr = 1000 W/m 2 and the produced temperature is T HS = 60°C on all cells. At instant t 1FS = 5 s the cell PV36 is completely shaded (G irr = 10 W/m 2 ), while the other cells keep on being fully irradiated (thus obtaining γ = 0.01). As can be seen, the time interval t FS required by T HS to reach the critical temperature T 150 (at time t 2FS ) strongly depends on the value of R SH . In the worst case (represented by the lowest value of R SH = 112 ), it is, t FS = t 2FS − t 1FS = 40 s. For larger values of R SH , t FS decreases, being approximately t FS = 65 s for the highest value of R SH = 167 . Similarly, Fig. 7(b) shows the trend over time of the T HS of PV36 when, starting from the time instant t 1PS = 5 s, it is partially shaded (with G irr = 300 W/m 2 , thus γ = 0.3), for R SH = 112 [i.e., R SH fixed at the lowest value considered in Fig. 7(a) ]. It is worth noticing that the temperature of the partially shaded cell PV36 increases faster than that of the fully shaded cell shown in Fig. 7(a) . In particular, it is T HS = T 150 after a time interval equal to t PS = t 2PS −t 1PS = 36 s < t FS . This counterintuitive behavior highlighted by our model can be explained from a physical point of view by considering that, in the partially shaded cell, the full irradiation of part of the cell shortens the time needed to enter the hotspot condition.
V. PROPOSED HOT-SPOT DETECTION SCHEME
In this section, we propose a scheme to detect a hotspot condition affecting a cell (or multiple cells) within a PV module. Our scheme is based on the observation that, when a hotspot condition occurs (due to full or partial shading), the current provided by the PV module, I mod , varies considerably depending on the shading condition.
On the other hand, the voltage V mod is maintained at a constant value by the MPPT. The controller block of the MPPT regulates the control signal V C (Fig. 3) to maintain the voltage V mod equal to 0.76 V OC , where V OC is the open circuit voltage of a reference cell.
In this regard, let us consider the case of a cell of a PV module (Fig. 2) being partially shaded. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 . As can be seen, when the irradiation of the shaded cell decreases from G irr = 1000 to 267 W/m 2 , the current provided by the module drops from 7.5 to 2 A. This value is maintained as long as the shading condition persists, that is during the time interval T s , after which the correct current value is recovered. Instead, we can observe that V mod is kept to a constant value also while the shading condition occurs. Then, as soon as the shading is removed, the previous value of I mod is restored.
From the simulation results in Fig. 8 , we can deduce that V mod is not suitable to be monitored to detect possible hotspots, due to its negligible variation after the occurrence of a shading condition. Reversely, the current I mod is affected considerably as long as the shading condition persists. Therefore, as anticipated above, our proposed detection scheme is based on the idea to monitor the I mod current.
A. Hot-Spot Detection Scheme Structure
The structure of the proposed detection scheme is shown in Fig. 9. A current sensor CS i (i = 1, . . . , n) is connected to the output of each PV module PVMOD i (i = 1, . . . , n) . PVMOD i (i = 1, . . . , n) under the same irradiation conditions. Of course, the reference cell should be properly selected, in order to be exempt from systematic shading, for instance due to the surrounding environment (e.g., antennas, trees, etc.), as well as from casual shading events (e.g., tree leaves, bird drops, etc.). The output of comparators HCMP i (hs i ) are then collected by a NOR gate, which generates an alarm signal NHS if at least one module undergoes a hotspot condition.
The sensor must not alter the value of the power provided by the PV module to the respective MPPT block, in order not to affect the power efficiency of the whole PV system. Therefore, as discussed in the following section, the current sensors CS i have been implemented by means of Hall effect sensors [25] . They sense the magnetic field induced by the current generated by the PV module and produce an output voltage proportional to the sensed magnetic field.
In detail, the hysteresis comparators HCMP i produce at their outputs hs i
where I th is a proper threshold current and k [V/A] is the equivalent transresistance of the Hall effect current sensors. As shown later, the value of I th must be chosen by evaluating the minimum value of the radiation density G irr during a shading condition giving rise to a hotspot. This way, if all PV modules and the reference cell are equally irradiated, then all PV modules produce a current value equal to I ref , and all comparators HCMP i give to their outputs hs i = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, the detection scheme output NHS remains at its high-logic value (NHS = 1), denoting that no hotspot condition has occurred.
Instead, if the ith PV module undergoes a hotspot condition, the provided current I mod,i turns out to be lower than I ref . As a consequence, the output of the ith comparator, hs i , switches to 1 and the output of the detection scheme NHS goes to zero, thus generating a hotspot alarm.
It is worth noticing that the signals hs i can also be employed for diagnosis purposes. They allow to identify the PV module undergoing a hotspot condition. Therefore, when NHS = 0 (hotspot alarm), a proper recovery mechanism can be activated (for instance based on bypassing the affected PV module), thus allowing to avoid the permanent damage of the cells under hotspot, and therefore their impact on the power efficiency of the entire PV system.
It should be noted that, since the proposed hotspot detection approach relies in the comparison between current/voltage of the PV module and a reference PV cell, its application is not limited by the considered MPPT method. In particular, if the frequently used approach based on perturb and observe [26] is considered, we can reasonably expect that the difference between the values of current/voltage of the monitored PV module and the reference one is always smaller than the mismatch tolerated by the proposed hotspot detection scheme (Fig. 9) .
B. Proposed Scheme Implementation and Validation
We have implemented and validated the proposed hotspot detection scheme by means of SPICE simulations. The implemented PV modules to be monitored consist of 36 series cells (Fig. 2) , modeled as described in Section II. The same model has been used to implement the reference PV cell. We have implemented the MPPT connected to each monitored PV module and to the reference cell as described in Section II-B (Fig. 3) .
The hysteresis behavior of the HCMP i block described in (5) has been obtained as represented in Fig. 10 . The voltage V ref generated by the reference circuit is diminished by a As for the current sensors CS i (i = 1, . . . , n) and CS ref in Fig. 9 they have been implemented by means of Hall effect current sensors of the kind in [25] . Each sensor measures indirectly the current produced by the PV array by measuring its associated magnetic field [25] . Then, as indicated in (5), the sensors give to their outputs a voltage V i = kI mod,i (i = 1, . . . , n), where k is the equivalent transresistance of the Hall effect current sensors. As power supply, we have used a voltage of 5 V. All signals produced by the comparators (hs i , i = 1, . . . , n) feed a NOR gate generating an indication of hotspot affecting a PV cell. This way, it is NHS = 1 (i.e., 5 V), if none of the cells of a PV module is affected by a hotspot condition, or NHS = 0 (i.e., 0 V), when one (or more) PV cells of a module is (are) under hotspot.
We have performed electrical simulations to determine the threshold V th = kI th , where k = 667 m , for which the irradiation density G irr of a shaded cell undergoing a hotspot condition gives rise to a temperature increase up to 150°C. This irradiation value has been denoted by G irr−150 .
In particular, within a PV module, the cell with a low-shunt resistance undergoing a hotspot condition is uniformly shaded, while the rest of the cells in the PV module are fully irradiated with G irr = 1000 W/m 2 . The obtained results are shown in Fig. 11 . For G irr = 1000 W/m 2 , the operating temperature is 60°C. As the G irr of the low-shunt resistance shaded cell (undergoing a hotspot condition) decreases, the generated current decreases as well. As a consequence, the reverse voltage applied to the shaded cell turns out to increase (in absolute value). Therefore, also the power dissipated in the low-shunt resistance area increases, rising up the temperature of the cell area undergoing a hotspot condition. In particular, the irradiation density G irr−150 is equal to 972 W/m 2 . Afterward, the threshold current I th has been obtained by introducing G irr−150 in (1) , and by simulating the circuit in Fig. 1(a) . As a result, a value of V th = 200 mV has been derived. Fig. 12 shows some results of the simulation performed to validate the proposed hotspot dentection scheme. For simplicity, only the value of the reference cell and the PV module PV-MOD 2 are shown. As an example, at the instant t 1 , we have emulated the occurrence of a uniform shading of the whole PV system with a G irr = 746 W/m 2 , which can for instance occur in a cloudy day. As can be seen, the output currents of both the reference cell and the monitored PV modules decrease from 7.5 A (the value corresponding to G irr = 1000 W/m 2 ) to 5.6 A. Meanwhile, the output voltages provided by the current sensors connected to PV-MOD 2 (V 2 ) and V ref = V ref −V th decrease, yet maintaining the voltage difference V th they presented before t 1 . In this case, the comparator HCMP 2 keeps on producing hs 2 = 0, and the alarm signal NHS remains high, indicating a hotspot free condition. The same considerations hold true between t 2 and t 3 , where the maximum G irr is again reached.
Instead, after the instant t 3 , a hotspot condition affecting PV-MOD 2 occurs and the current generated by PV-MOD 2 drops to a value considerably lower than that produced by the reference cell. Similarly, the output signal of the current sensor CS2 diminishes to a value lower than V ref . As a consequence, the output produced by the comparator HCMP 2 switches from 0 to 1, and the output NOR gate generates the alarm signal NHS = 0. The correct behavior of PV-MOD 2 is recovered as soon as the shading conditions inducing a hotspot are removed after the time instant t 4 .
The detection of a hotspot condition is the first step toward the possible activation of countermeasures to counteract this phenomenon. In this regard, to avoid permanent efficiency loss, after the detection of a hotspot condition, the affected PV module could be by-passed by activating a proper switch [18] , [19] . Then, after some time, a verification procedure could be activated to verify whether the hotspot conditions still persist. If this is the case, a procedure for the manual removal of the hotspot condition could be actuated. The bypass of the PV module experiencing a hotspot will introduce a temporary efficiency loss, but it will prevent the PV module from incurring a permanent damage, thus avoiding a permanent efficiency loss.
VI. CONCLUSION
We first have addressed the problem of modeling the thermal behavior of PV cells that, due to their being exposed to shading, may experience a dramatic temperature increase (a phenomenon referred to as hotspot) with consequent reduction of the provided power. Our model has been validated against experimental data. It has highlighted that, differently from what may be expected, a partially shaded PV cell enters the hotspot condition faster than a fully shaded PV cell, thus providing useful hints that should be considered to design a highly energy efficient PV array.
We have then proposed a hotspot detection scheme, which has been validated by means of electrical level simulations. Our scheme allows to detect the occurrence of a hotspot affecting one of the PV module of the considered PV system and to identify the affected module. This enables the possible activation of proper recovery mechanisms aimed at avoiding the damage of the module under hotspot, as well as the drawback of the PV module under hotspot on the power efficiency of the entire PV power generator system.
